Emerging industrial applications reqUiring reliable wireless real-time communications are numerous. Using existing standards such as IEEE 802.15.4 is essential for reasons of interoperability and cost efficiency. However, since 802.15.4 is unable to provide predictable channel access, real-time guarantees cannot be given. Further, the noisy wireless channel makes reliable communica tions particularly challenging. By adding a deterministic medium access method and a transport protocol with a truncated retransmission scheme to 802.15.4, we jointly eriforce reliability and predictability. We evaluate our solution analytically by real-time schedulability analysis including retransmissions, and by computer simulations. We show that the message error rate can be improved by several orders of magnitude while keeping the utilization penalty at reasonable levels.
Introduction
Most applications require a certain degree of predictabil ity and reliability from the underlying communication protocol, but for some applications this requirement is stricter than for others. Industrial automation and moni toring are two such examples. When wireless technolo gies make their way into the industrial realm, meeting these requirements becomes increasingly challenging, due to the high and time varying noise levels inherent to the wireless medium. Still, the advantages of wireless connectivity (mobility, ease of installation, no cabling, low cost, etc.) are obvious. The use of commercial of the shelf (COTS) components and existing communication standards is close to mandatory in industrial communica tions as it reduces costs and facilitates interoperability. The IEEE 802. 15.4 standard is intended for low-rate wireless personal area networks [1] . Due to its special focus on low-energy consumption, 802. 15.4 is often used in wireless sensor networks. Even though many indus trial applications involve sensors with limited energy supply, they still have certain quality of service (QoS) requirements, implying the need for predictable and reli able communications. Note that by predictability or real time constraints we refer to timely treatment of data traf fic with deadlines -not low delay communications.
E. Uhlemann is partly funded by the Swedish Governmental Agency for Innovation Systems, Vinnova, through the VINNMER program, www.vinnova.se 978-1-4244-5461-7/10/$26.00 ©2010 IEEE In earlier work [2] we developed a theoretical frame work for reliable real-time traffic over a wireless link, reducing the message error rate (MER) through retrans missions, while still being able to guarantee real-time de lay bounds. This paper extends that framework to a sin gle-hop network with a logical star topology using 802. 15.4 . The data traffic model is taken from a typical industrial setting, with short packets, in the order of tens of bytes payload, transmitted bidirectionally between a central master node and its surrounding slaves. As our framework assumes earliest deadline first (EDF) sched uling, a deterministic medium access control (MAC) en forcing this scheduling method is needed. By determinis tic MAC we mean that access to the channel is granted in a predictable manner such that there is an upper bound on the delay that can occur before channel access is granted. Note, however, that a deterministic �C method does not in any way guarantee that the transmIS sion will be successful, in terms of data correctness, once channel access has been granted. In 802. 15.4, time can be divided into superframes containing a contention ac cess period (CAP), where medium access is granted ac cording to slotted Carrier Sense Multiple Access, Colli sion Avoidance (CSMAlCA). The CAP can optionally be followed by a contention free period (CFP) where guaranteed time slots (GTS) can be dedicated to specific nodes in the network through reservations made during the CAP. Since channel access delays cannot be upper bounded (due to random backoff times in the CAP or failure to reserve a GTS in the CFP), hard deadline guar antees cannot be enforced with plain 802. 15.4. As it is vital to keep existing standards without alterations, we introduce a simple master-slave protocol with polling, which can be used on top of 802. 15.4. To provide a suit able trade-off between flexibility and efficiency, target ing end-to-end QoS, retransmissions are administrated by a transport layer protocol, and thus no link layer re transmissions are used. The number of retransmissions allowed in the system is regulated by an off-line real time schedulability analysis. Our approach considerably reduces the MER in a typical industrial network, without jeopardizing deadline guarantees already given to ordi nary transmissions. The bandwidth utilization penalty enabling the improvement is reasonable.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives a short overview of related work, whereas Section 3 describes our system model. Section 4 provides details on the proposed framework with the de terministic MAC and the transport protocol with re transmissions. In Section 5, the timing and real-time analysis used by the admission control mechanism in the transport protocol is presented. An evaluation using computer simulations of our suggested approach is given in Section 6, before Section 7 concludes the paper.
Related works
The analytical framework derived in [2] by the authors, contains both a timing and a real-time analysis for ad mission control in a truncated retransmission protocol. Real-time analysis based on EDF theory for scheduling periodic tasks on a uniprocessor is well-known [3] and uses a two-step method to check the feasibility of a real time task set: a utilization check and a workload check. This method has also been mapped to a networking con text in [4] . However, the approach of letting the real time analysis dictate the admission control not only of periodic messages, but also of potential retransmissions of failed packets within messages generated by accepted traffic flows makes [2] quite unique. Prior work in real time communications often provides only statistical per formance without deadline guarantees, e.g. [5, 6] . In [7] , a truncated retransmission scheme, retransmitting pack ets only within the limits of the deadline, is presented, but the lack of queuing analysis implies that the delay cannot be upper-bounded. In [8] , hard real-time guaran tees are provided for traffic flows including retransmis sions, but the approach relies on the existence of traffic regulators in each node. In addition, the analysis lacks timing details and uses flow analysis which in [9] was shown to give lower network utilization than the real time analysis used in our framework.
Another area of related research deals with enabling real-time traffic in 802. 15.4 networks without altering the standard, e.g., [10] [11] [12] [13] . However, even though QoS improvements in terms of latency and reliability for time-critical messages have been achieved, average per formance rather than the worst case is typically evalu ated. The possibility of using GTSs that are part of the IEEE 802. 15.4 standard has been considered in [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] . But since [14] [15] [16] do not provide any timing details, and [14] base their work on delay estimations, deadline guar antees cannot be provided. [17] supports deadline guar antees, but merely for traffic with exactly one transmis sion per superframe. [18] does include a mathematical schedulability analysis for delay-constraint traffic -but neither [18] nor [14] [15] [16] [17] consider retransmissions. One promising improvement of 802. 15.4 is the ANGEL En hancement Layer [19] which adds priority queuing and stochastic service differentiation. However, retransmis sions are not treated and so far proof is provided only through measurements. Without further timing analysis, deterministic deadline guarantees cannot be given. Due to the advantages ofIEEE 802. 15.4 in industrial settings, it has given rise to industrial communication standards such as WirelessHART [20] , placing a time-slotted scheme on top of 802. 15.4. While WirelessHART, evaluated in e.g., [2 1] , provides deterministic channel access by dedicated, pre-assigned timeslots, its lack of flexibility prevents efficient use of retransmissions.
In [22] link-layer retransmissions are considered in a centralized polling-based system similar to ours. Typi cally, moving the retransmission mechanism up or down in the layers of the protocol stack implies a trade-off be tween efficiency and flexibility. When lower layers han dle the retransmissions, the flexibility is reduced, but the efficiency may be enhanced. However, in our case, when the constraint on network utilization only allows a lim ited number of retransmitted packets, some messages may not benefit from retransmissions (e.g., two packets in a message require retransmissions but only one packet can be allowed by the admission control mechanism). Hence, the network efficiency is higher if the bandwidth used for retransmissions is available to all nodes and all messages with a potential to reduce the MER.
System model
Considering some typical industrial applications, we as sume a wireless network with a modest number of slave nodes connected to a central master node in a logical star. All slaves are within transmission range of the mas ter with approximately equal propagation delay and all communication takes place via the master node using one single frequency channel. Dictated by the IEEE 802. 15.4 standard, a sleep cycle is included and the cho sen data rate is 250 kbps. The frequency channel should be chosen to minimize the interference between collo cated 802. 15.4 and 802. 11 networks. There are four channels for 802. 15.4 which do not overlap with the 802. 11b (European) channel selection [1] . We further as sume the availability of CRC checksums in all packets and a negligible probability of lost acknowledgements. Since no link layer retransmissions are needed these are assumed to be switched off, a feature available e.g., with the IEEE 802. 15.4 compliant ChipCon CC2420 [23] .
The data traffic model is taken from a typical indus trial setting, with short packets, in the order of tens of bytes payload, transmitted both ways between a central master node and its surrounding slaves. All traffic is of a periodic nature and modelled as traffic flows, called real time channels (RTCs). Each flow Ti, i = 1, 2 ... , is charac terized by five parameters: sending node, receiving node, period, message length, and relative deadline: Ti = {Si' Ri, Pi, Ci, Di}. As our retransmission scheme is placed at the transport layer, the deadline indicates the transport layer deadline. The parameters defming each RTC are as sumed to be known to the master. All traffic flows are independent of each other which implicates that several flows can coexist between two arbitrary nodes. We as sume, however, that the master is involved in all trans missions, collecting sensor data from the slaves or dis tributing control data to the slaves.
Since only those RTCs for which channel access can be guaranteed before their deadlines expire, are admitted 
The retransmission framework
To guarantee a maximum delay for real-time traffic over an 802. 15.4 network, we need to extend the MAC layer to make its access time predictable. To increase reliabil ity through retransmissions, we add a �ansport l�yer enabling admission control based on real-tIme analysIs.
Deterministic medium access
A network based on IEEE 802. 15.4 has two different modes: beacon enabled with slotted CSMNCA medium access and non-beacon enabled with unslotted CSMNCA medium access. While the former is avail able only for networks with a logical star topology, the latter is intended for logical mesh topologies. As our work assumes a logical star topology, only the beacon enabled mode is considered below. The beacon is broadcasted at regular time intervals (beacon intervals) by a network coordinator. Every bea con interval can be divided into an active phase, called the superframe, and an optional inactive phase, designed to enable a power saving mode, Fig. 1 . The maximum al lowed length of the superframe is equivalent to the bea con interval length. The superframe is divided into 16 equally sized timeslots, where the beacon is the start�g point of the first of these slots. The superframe contams a CAP where medium access is granted according to slotted CSMNCA. The CAP can be optionally followed by a CFP where GTSs can be dedicated to specific nodes in the network. A node has to send an explicit request during the CAP for allocation of one of the GTSs. The maximum number of GTSs is seven, and thus the rest of the timeslots are occupied by the CAP. The possibility of using GTSs, which was added to the standard to . enab�e applications with a need for guaranteed bandWIdth, IS only available for star topologies.
Since the CAP is CSMNCA-based, the random back off procedure makes channel access no�-. determini�tic which means that it cannot be used for cntIcal real-tIme traffic since channel access times and queuing delays cannot be upper-bounded. Further, as the reservation of a GTS is done during the CAP, the worst case delay for the allocation request cannot be upper-bounded. In addi tion, all GTS requests are treated according to a first come, first-serve rule, not taking deadlines into consid eration and deallocation of GTSs has to be made explicitly; otherwise the same time slot stays allocated to the same node during all future superframes.
To provide an upper bound on the queuing delay, we extend the basic 802. 15.4 MAC method with an EDF polling scheme, resulting in a deterministic MAC proto col upper-bounding the medium access delay. Note that a TDMA-based mechanism similar to WirelessHART could have been chosen, but the benefit of polling is that it can be based on instantaneous conditions, allowing re transmissions to enter the schedule faster, as they do not have to wait for the next dedicated time slot. Since our approach is placed on top of IEEE 802. 1 . 5.4, the division of the superframe into CAP and CFP IS not necessary and the entire beacon interval (minus the inactive inter val) can be used for real-time communication. The func tionality in the added MAC layer is limited since all scheduling is located in the transport layer, which hands down packets according to EDF. Due to the added pol� ing protocol, the medium is always free when a packet IS handed down to the 802. 15.4 MAC layer. This means that no random back-off delays will occur, rendering de terministic medium access possible. Also acknowledge ments and retransmissions are entirely handled by the transport layer and erroneous packets are simply identi fied by the MAC layer and reported to the transport layer where appropriate measures are taken.
Real-time transport layer retransmission scheme
The key functionalities of the transport layer are the real time automatic repeat request (ARQ) scheme and the EDF scheduling of all traffic (including all retransmis sions). Traditional transport layer tasks such as flow and congestion control can be omitted since both the traffic flow model and the schedulability test limit the amount of traffic that needs to be handled in a timely fashion. The choice of EDF for traffic scheduling was guided by its well-researched analytical framework, its high ability to fmd feasible schedules, and its ability to schedule a re transmission with an early deadline amongst ordinary transmissions with longer deadlines. Placing the re transmission scheme in the transport layer rather than in the link layer enables end-to-end reliability and increases the flexibility, since retransmissions can be granted on a message level and also shared between several nodes.
In order to accommodate retransmissions, the trans port layer deadline (D;) is divided into two parts, called ordinary and retransmission deadline, Do r d,i and D r e /r ,i. In addition to the regular traffic flows, we introduce flows solely dedicated for retransmissions, the retransmission real-time channels (ReRTCs), defmed by sender, re ceiver, period, message length, and relative deadline: Tr � J = {Sre,}, RreJ, PreJ, Cre,}, Dre,J. The period of � �eRTC . IS merely a system parameter, indicating the mmImum m terval allowed between two consecutive retransmissions using this ReRTC. This is necessary to upper-bound �he bandwidth used for retransmitted packets. The relatIve retransmission deadline indicates the maximum time al lowed for any specific retransmission.
Transport layer acknowledgements are only used by slaves when acknowledging the successful reception of a packet from the master. The retransmission of erroneous packets to the master is administered (polled for) by the master without the need for acknowledgements. Conse quently, no link layer acknowledgements provided by 802. 15.4 are used. To enable retransmissions, the slave nodes keep all packets until the deadline has passed. Master node functionality ( Fig. 2) : At start up, the master node receives (e.g., by the system manager) the necessary traffic specifications and the retransmission parameters. For all the accepted RTCs (having passed the EDF feasibility check described in Section 5), dead line guarantees can be given. Based on the parameters of the RTCs, the master creates an EDF sorted queue of polling packets (to collect data from slaves) and data packets (to be transmitted from the master to slaves). The master will treat the packets one by one, determin ing for each one, their type and waiting time, accounting either for the reception of a requested packet from a slave (Tlimeoutpoll,;) or for the acknowledgement for i�s own transmitted data packet (Tlimeout_data,;). If and only If this time is as long as, or shorter than, the time left until the end of the contention based phase, the master will send its polling or data packet. Not until this timeout has ended is the master allowed to treat the next packet in the EDF queue. After the timeout, the master node trans port layer checks for newly arrived packets from its un derlying MAC layer, i.e., a packet from the polled slave or simply an acknowledgement for a correctly received is available. Only if both requirements are fulfilled, a re transmission is scheduled. Otherwise, the packet and all other packets belonging to the same message are dis carded. Checking retransmission channel availability is crucial to assure that no previously guaranteed deadlines are violated. The timeout values are calculated as:
TprocM denotes processing time needed by the master be fore the packet can leave the node, while Tprocs is the time needed by the slave to identify a requested packet. In addition, the processing times include delays intro duced by the underlying 802. 15.4 protocol, i.e., the nec essary interframe space and time for carr ier sensing. Ad ditional processing time Tproc_CRC is needed for error checking when the received packet is a data packet. TACK, Tpoll and Tdata,; are the transmission time of � acknowl edgement, a polling and a data packet, respectIvely. Tprop denotes a common propagation delay, while a time mar gin (Tmarg;n) is introduced to compensate for inexact syn chronization or propagation variations and serves as a safety margin between the expected reception of a data or acknowledgement packet and the actual timeout. For a graphical illustration of equations (1) and (2), Fig. 3 and 4 provide time-sequence diagrams for slave-to-master and master-to-slave communication respectively. Slave node functionality (Fig. 5 ): Slave nodes are as sumed to be simpler and lack logic for retransmission administration and schedulability analysis. All ordinary transmissions are stored in a software queue which is continuously populated by periodic application data packets. Furthermore, a small random access memory is present for sent packets awaiting possible retransmis sion. If no retransmission is requested before a packet's deadline, it will be discarded. As acknowledgements are sent in direct response to the reception of a data packet, no memory for storing those is necessary. The transport layer at a slave node distinguishes between three types of packets, data, retransmission requests and polling pack ets. Arriving packets have already been error checked by the MAC layer. Data packets trigger the generation of acknowledgements, while polling packets trigger the se lection of a particular data packet from the local random access memory (retransmission) or the software queue (ordinary transmission).
Timing and real-time scheduling analysis
In this section, both timing analysis and scheduling analysis are described. Compared to the framework in [2] , the introduction of the 802. 15.4 network makes cer tain adaptations to the analysis necessary.
Timing parameters
In accordance with the standard, the beacon interval TSleeP---1, Figure 6 . Superframe timing parameter
The interval described by the beacon interval minus the inactive phase, is also called the superframe time, TsF.
The actual length of the CAP usable for transmitting packets is further shortened by the equivalent of the time it would take to transmit one packet which would not be able to fmish completely before the end of the CAP. Due to the nature of the polling protocol, this time consists of: the transmission time of one data packet (T data), either a polling (Tpou) or an acknowledgement (TACK) packet, and two propagation delays (Tprop). Further, processing delays in the master and in the slave (TprocM, Tprocs), one of them also including error checking (TprocM_CRC, TprocS_CRc) and the time constant (Tmargin) compensating for, e.g., small differences in time synchronization, all have to be taken into account. Therefore, TCAP is :
-max { TprocM + Tprocs _ CRC ,Tprocs + TprocM _ CRC }
To compensate for the periods of time when no packet transmission is possible, i.e., during the sleeping phase and during the time just before the sleeping phase when it is too late to initiate a new packet transmission, we in troduce the concept of experienced bit rate, r e o Since the actual bit rate r can only be used for a limited time dur ing each beacon interval, r e represents the average bit rate experienced by the data traffic as if the medium would have been available during the entire beacon in terval. It is calculated as: re=r.TcAP (4) TBI Due to this scaling of the bit rate, the experienced trans mission time of data erdata,), acknowledgement (TACK), and polling (Tpoll) packets is given by the length of a packet divided by the experienced bit rate as: (5) where Lx indicates the length of the respective type of packet. For the sake of simplicity, all data packets are as sumed to be of equal length, even if the framework sup ports packets of arbitrary lengths. The new transmission times will influence the timeout values calculated earlier in (1) and (2) which now become: r,:meout_poll,i = TprocM + T ;'I/ + Tprop + Tprocs + T;ata,i + Tprop + TprocM _ CRC + Tmargin r,:meout_data,i = TprocM + T la/a,i + Tprop + Tprocs _ CRC + T ;CK + Tprop + TproCM + Tmargin (6) (7)
Timing analysis
Since each RTC is defined as T;={S;,R;,P;,C;,D;}, where i = 1, 2, ... , Q, this yields Q RTCs existing simultaneously in the system. Correspondingly, the ReRTCs, defmed as Tre.j{Sre.j,Rre.j,Pre,J,Cre,J,Dre.;} withj = 1, 2, ... , M, gives M concurrently existing retransmission channels. Section 4.2 described the division of the deadline D; into one deadline for ordinary transmissions Dord,; and one for re transmissions Dretr.;. The deadlines specified up until now give the point in time by which the packet has to have arrived at the receiver transport layer. However, the real-time analysis described below requires as input the maximum queuing delay, i.e., the delay bound until the packet has to have left the sender. In order to determine the maximum queuing delay for an ordinary transmis sion dord.;, several parameters have to be subtracted from the corresponding deadline Dord.;. The worst-case situa tion is when, firstly, the transmission of a packet has just started, while secondly, a packet with higher priority (shorter deadline) arrives to the EDF queue, and thereaf ter, thirdly, the sleep cycle starts. This means that the newly arrived packet will first have to wait during the entire transmission time of this previous packet, i.e., max{ T timeoutl'oll.;, T timeoutjata.;}' Further, these parameters have to be subtracted twice, since all transmissions have to have ended before the end of the active phase accord ing to the 802. 15.4 standard. Therefore, the high priority packet cannot be transmitted if the time remaining in the current phase is too short for its entire transmission to fmish. Finally, we also have to include the length of the sleep phase ( T sleep) and the subsequent beacon transmis sion ( T beacon)' This results in the following maximum queuing delay for slave-to-master (dordM---> s) or master-to slave (dord S---> M) packets:
where the delay introduced by the previous packet, for reasons of readability is denoted T x:
The max function is used as we cannot know if the pre vious packet was slave-to-master or master-to-slave communication, and we have to assume the worst case. A corresponding calculation of maximum queuing de lay has to be made for retransmission deadlines. The di vision of the application deadline into Dord,; and Dretr.; is guided by a system parameter limiting the amount of time spent on retransmissions. It is identical for all chan nels, so without loss of generality we set Dretr.; =Dretr• The number of allowed retransmission attempts per packet (Nattempt) is a system parameter that depends on the degree of reliability requested by the application. As the retransmission deadline Dretr has to harbour all re transmission attempts, the deadline per retransmission for any channel, DretrM---> S or DretrS---> M, denoting master-to slave and slave-to-master RTCs respectively, is
So to guarantee the deadlines of individual retransmis sion attempts, we further defme the deadline of all re transmission channels to be the length of one retransmis sion attempt, i.e., Dre
As for ordinary RTCs, we also have to isolate the maxi mum queuing delay for packets sent on a retransmission channel. Taking the whole deadline per retransmission attempt, and thereby the deadline of the retransmission channel, as a starting point we have to subtract the same parameters as for ordinary packets. Again the maximum queuing delay will be experienced when a packet arrives in the queue just as another packet with a longer deadline has started to transmit, and after that the sleeping phase will commence. In accordance with (8) and (9), we cal culate the maximum queuing delay for a packet of chan nel i in the master-to-slave communication case, dretrM---> S .;, as:
In slave-to-master communication, i.e., when the master is polling the slave for the retransmission of data, the maximum queuing delay of this packet (dretrs---> M,;) is:
5.3. Real-time scbedulabiJity analysis EDF theory for scheduling periodic real-time tasks on a uniprocessor in a real-time system [3] is well-known and uses a well-proven two-step method to check the feasi bility of a real-time task set: a utilization check and a workload check. Excluding a small number of special cases, both tests are necessary, and none of them is in it self sufficient to prove that a given task set (or in our case a channel set) is schedulable, i.e., will miss none of its deadlines. Thus, only a positive response from both checks will provide us with the deadline guarantees we are targeting. The EDF scheduling theory has been mapped to a networking context in [4] . Note that EDF scheduling in a uniprocessor context is assumed to be preemptive, while in a communication context preemp tion can only happen on a message basis, not on a packet basis, i.e., once the transmission of a packet has begun, it cannot be stopped. This is why the packet blocking time was introduced when calculating the maximum queuing delay above. The utilization and workload checks only have to be executed whenever a new RTC is requesting network allocation; otherwise, as soon as the tests have returned positive answers, all deadlines for both ordinary transmissions and retransmissions can be guaranteed as long as system or network parameters are maintained. Assuming a single channel network, the utilization condition is basic: the utilization must not be higher than 1 at any time. This condition holds true even in the pres ence of a sleeping phase and packet blocking times due to the introduction of the experienced bit rate. According to EDF scheduling theory, adapted to our context, the utilization is given by:
V and W denotes the number of RTCs from master to slave and slave to master, respectively, and V+W=Q, which is the total number of RTCs in the network. Ac cordingly, X and Y denotes the number of ReRTCs from master to slave and slave to master, respectively, and X+ Y=M, which is the total number of ReRTCs in the network. Ni indicates the number of packets that RTC i is sending each instance of its period Pi' This parameter is absent in sum three and four, as retransmission channels always only send one packet during their period Pre ,i' T timeoutpoll,i and T timeoutjata,i are used according to their defmitions in (6) and (7), while the timeout parameters for the retransmissions are introduced solely for ease of understanding and are defined as T timeou/Jetrpoll,i= T timeoutpoll,i and T timeoutJetr_data,i= T timeout_data,i' The workload function h(t) is summing all transmis sion times of all messages by all RTCs in all periods, only including message instances that have their absolute deadline before time t. This point in time t is measured from the start of the hyperperiod of all RTCs, which is defmed as the length of time from when all periods of all RTCs and ReRTCs start at the same time, to when they do so again. The hyperperiod can easily be calculated by the least common multiple of all the channels' periods. Finding the start of the hyperperiod and measuring t from that point in time is essential as the concurrent start of all periods has been proven to be the worst case in terms of workload on the network, and therefore results in the worst case delay [24] [25] [26] . Only when taking into consideration worst case situations will we be able to upper bound the delay experienced by the packets. We calculate the workload function as follows: 
These four summation terms correspond to the terms in the utilization calculation in (IS). Term one and two cal culate the workload imposed by master-to-slave and slave-to-master RTCs, respectively, while term three and four add the maximum workload introduced by the re transmission channels. This workload function is used in the feasibility test introduced in [24] [25] [26] . Although the test is formally basic, and simply tests that h(t) ::; t, 'ilt, its computational complexity is high compared to the utili zation check due to the introduction of continuous time.
In [27] the complexity was lowered by reducing con tinuous time to discrete numbers at which the workload function had to be calculated and further only to the in stances of time when a packet deadline occurs. These checks can be limited to a bounded interval of time be tween the start of the first hyperperiod and the end of the first so-called busyperiod (Pbusyl), where a busyperiod is any period within a hyperperiod during which the link is not idle. This can formally be specified as:
where t E [1 ;Pbusyl ].
6. Simulation study (17) In order to evaluate the improvement in MER, a com puter simulator was implemented in Matlab. The simula tor includes the 802. 1S.4 MAC layer, our MAC layer ex tension with polling, and the transport layer admission control and retransmission protocol. We are assuming a logical star topology with single-hop traffic, a data rate of 2S0 kbps going both ways between one central master and nine connected slave devices. It should be noted that the number of requested real-time channels is the limit ing factor, not the number of nodes. We further assume a packet length of 120 bits for data, acknowledgement, and polling packets, which is the minimum size allowed in the 802. 1S.4 standard. Since the ACK packets used by the standard are not able to carry any additional data (as e.g. the identity of a real-time channel) it is necessary to use small data packets instead. Assuming a propagation speed through air of 3'10 8 mis, we set the propagation delay to 0.3 J.lS, corresponding to a distance of approxi mately 100 m. The beacon frame length is set to 122.88 ms. Two different lengths of superframes are tested, 61.88 ms and 30.72 ms. This choice of values means that during approximately SO% or 7S% of the beacon inter val, respectively, the nodes will be in an energy saving sleeping mode to prolong battery lifetime. As the standard is designed with low-rate traffic in mind, the simulated traffic classes are chosen trying to emulate the traffic properties of industrial applications. The traffic class defmitions are found in Table I and for all simulations, the traffic channels are randomly chosen from these different traffic classes. The source and desti nation nodes are randomized amongst all nodes, how ever, the master node has to be either source or destina tion for each channel. For both random choices we use a uniform distribution. For the retransmissions, we assume a set of identical retransmission channels with the num ber of retransmission attempts, Nattempt, fixed to 2, while the number of ReRTCs, M, is varied from 2 to 4 and 8.
The channel model adopted is Gilbert-Elliot with two states corresponding to two bit error rates, 10-2 and 10 -4 . The probability of state changes are set to 1 % for leaving the state with low error probability, and 50% for leaving the high error probability state at each time step in the simulation. One time step corresponds to one packet ex change between the master and one of the slaves. The channel model has been chosen to emulate a situation where most of the time, the BER is relatively low, but during short periods of time, the medium suffers from a higher noise leading to bursts of errors due to, e.g., a mobile obstacle interfering with the radio propagation, or a transmission on a collocated network using an interfer ing frequency channel. Knowing the BER Pb and the message length in bits (C), the average message error rate can be calculated by MER = 1 -(l -Pbf. Due to the fact that our messages consist of several packets, which in their turn consist of several bits, even a relatively low BER will result in a fairly high MER.
The performance measures evaluated in the simulator are network utilization and MER, with and without packet retransmissions, as a function of the number of requested RTCs for different lengths of the sleeping phase. Note, however, that one traffic flow, i.e., one RTC, is not equivalent to one node, as several traffic flows can be allocated between two nodes. When evalu ating the utilization and the MER, only accepted RTCs are included and RTC i is accepted only if the real-time analysis can fmd a feasible schedule for the case when RTC i is included. Otherwise RTC i is rejected. The ac tual utilization value generated by one RTC also includes the polling or ACK packet and the propagation delay of both packets. When we use retransmissions, it still holds true that only accepted original R TCs are included in the 
The results for the different cases are shown in Table II . The results of the evaluations are presented in Fig. 7  and 8 for sleeping phases of 50% and 75% of the beacon interval length, respectively, where sub figure (a) shows the network utilization during the active phase and sub figure (b) the MER. In all figures, the solid line depicts the polling scheme without retransmissions, while the dashed lines show the results when using our transport layer retransmission scheme. In Fig. 7 (a) the utilization curves coincide for low numbers of RTCs when the schedulability is not influenced by the introduction of re transmission channels due to the system being lightly loaded. The utilization curve for the case of no retrans missions indicates that saturation of the network with maximum utilization is reached at 88 requested channels. The utilization penalty introduced by retransmission channels is about 40 percentage points for all simulated numbers of ReRTCs. Consequently, with the introduc tion of retransmission channels, the utilization by ordi nary traffic is reduced considerably. The reason for this is that the limiting factor for channel admission is not the utilization constraint, but the workload constraint. Due to the shortening of the deadline when dividing it into ordi nary and retransmission deadline, the traffic becomes more difficult to schedule as soon as retransmissions are introduced. The increasing MER with increasing number of RTCs in sub figures (b) when using retransmissions can be explained by the fact that fewer RTCs will require fewer retransmissions, which means that the probability of having a ReRTC available is higher. When the num ber of requested RTCs is very small, the different mes sage lengths of the traffic classes and the bursty error model lead to a fluctuation in the MER which can be seen in the slight sinking of the curve before starting to rise along with the number of requested RTCs. Without retransmissions, the bandwidth can be used to a higher degree, but the MER lies at almost 10-1 , which means that one in ten messages will be erroneous and has to be discarded. The MER is reduced with a higher value of M. With two ReRTCs, the MER improves to about 10-2 , while four ReRTCs result in a MER of 10-3 for few RTCs and 10-2 for higher numbers of requested RTCs. The MER could be pushed down all the way to almost Number of requested channels Number of requested channels (� (� Figure 7 . Simulation results for sleeping phase of 50% of the beacon interval 10-4 for few requested RTCs with eight ReRTCs, but set tles between 10-3 and 10-2 when the number of RTC re quests is high. When studying the amount of real-time traffic flows schedulable in the network at a sleeping phase of about 50% of the beacon interval, approximately 88 RTCs is a very high number for industrial networks. If the applica tion does not require such a large amount of traffic flows, it is possible to instead increase the length of the sleeping phase in order to prolong the battery lifetime of the sensor network. Therefore, in the second simulation setting, the length of the sleeping phase was increased to approximately 75% of the beacon interval, depicted in Fig. 8 duction of retransmission channels introduces a utiliza tion penalty of about 45 percentage units, relatively in dependent of the number of ReRTCs. The reason for this is again that as soon as retransmissions are introduced the traffic becomes more difficult to schedule since the deadlines are shortened by dividing them into ordinary and retransmission deadlines. However, introducing more ReRTC does not imply much more penalty. The utilization curves for 2 and 4 ReRTCs coincide in Fig.  8(a) . However, the improvement in MER varies with the number of ReRTCs. Two retransmission channels offer improvements of around one order of magnitude, while four retransmission channels for low requested RTC numbers can reach an improvement of between one and two orders of magnitude. Eight ReRTCs decrease the MER to between 10-4 and 10-3 • Again the curve for 8 ReRTCs experiences the already described fluctuation for a low number of requested RTCs due to the varying message lengths of the RTCs and the bursty error model. 0  5  10  15  20  25  30  35  40  45  50  0  5  10  15  20  25  30  35  40  45  50 Number of requested channels Number of requested channels �) (� We present an approach for increasing predictability and reliability in a single-hop wireless industrial network us ing IEEE 802. 15.4. Our framework provides deadline guarantees for both ordinary transmissions and retrans missions and is able to decrease the MER by several or ders of magnitude while keeping the utilization penalty at reasonable levels. Our solution adds a deterministic MAC mechanism and a transport level protocol with a truncated retransmission scheme, which both can be used on top of the IEEE 802. 15.4 standard. Placing retrans missions at the transport level enables a high degree of flexibility, since retransmissions of individual packets can be granted based on the overall success possibility of the entire message. These additions enable the use of the existing standard for industrial applications with special demands on predictability and reliability.
